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ON CHARACTERIZATION OF DIRECTED DIVERGENCE 
OF TYPE p THROUGH INFORMATION EQUATION 
R. P. SINGH*, R. K. KHANNA 
The directed-divergence of type ft (P > 0, (i -••",-• 1) has been characterized through an 'Informa-
tion Equation' and its solution, under the homogeneity (of type /?, /i > 0, ft =fc 1) has been 
obtained. Some applications of the directed-divergence of type P to Information Theory have 
been discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The information theoretic concepts as envisaged in various measures, namely 
Kullback's information or directed-divergence [5], Kerridge's inaccuracy [7] and 
Theil's information improvement [12], have found many applications in behaviourial 
sciences. Characterizations of these measures in arbitrary probability spaces and 
continuous analogs have been discussed earlier by Campbell [2], Rathie and Kannap-
pan [8], [6], Sharma and Autar [10], Sharma and Soni [11] and Renyi [9] etc. 
The object of this contribution is to characterize the directed-divergence of type 
fi (fi > 0, P =|= l) through 'information equation' and to discuss some applications 
of it to information theory. Let the true probabilities of a system of events be given 
by the complete probability distribution: 
P = (Pl,P2, -,Ptt), P l ^ O , fPi= 1. 
i = 1 
Let the Q = (qt, q2, •••, q„), qt >, 0, £ qt = 1 be the revised probability distribution. 
;=1 
The measures of error made by the observer or the measures of information gain, 
estimating the discrete probability distribution Q from the probability distribution P 
are given by 
<L1> <t::::£) -k^^'> 
* First author is thankful to U.G.C. (India) for financial assistance. 
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and 
(i.2) /.'(j i'ja--J-)-(2'- i-ir i[i:pf«. l-'-i] 
\qL, q2, ..., q„J / = 1 
(cf. [5], and [8]) where fi > 0, p + 1 . 
Here we consider the 'information equation' given by 
x,y, A = I ( x 
l, m,n) \l 
+ У, 0, z 
+ / 
x, y, 0\ 
l, m,0) 1 + m, 0, ra, 
in the domain D2 = {(x, y, z; /, m, n); x, y, z > 0, I, m, n > 0, xy + yz + zx > 0, 
Im + mn + nl > 0}, a generalization of entropy equation [4] viz. 
(1.4) H(x, y, z) = H(x + j ; , 0, z) + #(x, j , 0) 
(x, y, z > 0, xj; + yz + zx > 0) . 
The homogeneity condition considered here is defined as follows: 
(i.5) i"(Xx;Xy' Xz) = x'n1 -"i%(x:y' z), x,n>o, p>o, p*\. 
v J \fil, Lim, LinJ r 3 \1, m, n) ' 
The symmetric and homogeneous (of type ft, ft > 0, /J #= lj solution of (1.3) 
has been given in Section 2 and its applications to information theory have been 
discussed in Section 3. 
2. SOLUTION OF INFORMATION EQUATION AND 
CHARACTERIZATION O F DIRECTED-D1YERGENCE 
In this section we solve the information equation (1.3) and characterize the directed-. 
divergence of type ft under the homogeneity condition (1.5). Let the measure (1.2) 
satisfy the following postulates: 
Postulate 1. Branching property i.e. 
(2.1) jfi (PL, Рг, • • ; Pn\ = jp (Pi + P2, Рз> • • •> Pn\ 
n\qu q2, ..., qj
 n"1 \qt + q2, q3, ...,qj 
Pг 
+ (Pг + Pг)ß(q1+ 2y-
ßIß2 
; 
PL + Pг Pг + Pг 
Яг Яг 
+ Яг Яг + Яг 
Postulate 2. Symmetry i.e. 
r2 2) Jf> (Pl> P2> • • •'
 P") = jP (P*W> P*(2)> ' • \> Pk(n) 
" \qu q2, • • •, qj " \«t(D» qkm> • • •, Qm. 
where k(l), k(2),..., k(n) is a permutation of 1,2,..., n. 
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Postulate 3. Nullity i.e. 
(2.3) 
Postulate 4. Unit i.e. 
(2.4) 
Lemma 1. The function 
(2.5) 
IÎ (
l'°>°) = 0. 
<ì:í>'-
x> У, z 
l, m, n 
= (x + y + zУ(l + m + ny-ßlß3 
I x У g 
x + y + z x + y + z x + y + z 
\\ + m + n l + m + n l + m + nl 
(x,y,z>;0, x + y + z > 0, I, m, n ^ 0, / + m + n > 0) 0 * 1 , 0 > 0 satisfies 
the information equation (1.3). 
Proof. Set n = 3 in Postulate 1, 
(2.6) Ą(PI>P»PĄ=Ą(P> 
V > 3Wqг,qз) 2 \«i 
+ (Pí+P2У(qí + qгУ-
ßІ2 
+ P2, PЗ 
+ qг, Чг 
ŁL 
PÍ + Pг Pí + Pг 
Pг 
<łl Чг 
ЧÍ + qг <ii + qг1 
Letting pt = p2 - i , p3 = 0 
«i = «2 = i . «3 = 0 
and then p! = p3 = \ , p2 = 0 
91 = 9 3 = . . «2 = 0 
and using Postulate 2 we get 
(") *{$-*• 
Next setting p 3 = 0, a3 = 0 in (2.6), we get 
<*•»> ' s f e ? ; , o ) = ' K : : t : ; : o ) + ^ + ^ ( " + ^ 
/ P I 
./? 
___\ 
Pi + Pг P ľ + P z 
gl 2 
Wi + «a' «i + «2^ 
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which in accordance with px + pz = 1 = qt + q2 and (2,7) yields 
<"> -'tZt) -«(:;:£)• 
Therefore (2.6), on using (2.9) takes the form 
(2.10) I»3(
Pl'P2'P3)=llh+P»0n
P3) + (Pl+p2 + Í2) 
/- P2 
Pi + Pг Pi + Vг 
<?1 <?2 
\T + Чг «i + <?2 
Next setting 
J»i = 
x + y 
í>2 = 
X + V + z 
Pз = 
x + y + 
and 
« i = , Чi = 
/ + m + n 1 + m + n 
in (2A0), we get on simplification 
(2.11) 
/ x y 
x + y + z x + y + z x + y + z 
13 ; 
/ m n 
\l + m + n' I + m + n I + m + w 
, з = 
/ + m + n 
1 \ 
(x + y + z)ß(l + m + nү-<4{ 
(x + y + z)" (l + m + ny-f 
\ 
x + y + z x + y + z 
1 + m > 0 > " 1 
XI + m + n l + m + n' 
I-
+ (x + y)ß (l + mf-' Ą 
x + y x + y 
, o\ 
- 1 - , - - - - . 0 
\l + m I + m /J 
Finally using the functional relation (2.5), we mark that If I ' ' J satisfies (1.3) 
and this proves Lemma 1. \ ' ' / r j 
Next we prove the main theorem which relaxes the regularity condition. 
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Theorem 1. The symmetric and homogeneous solution of type P, of (1.3) satis­
fying Postulate 3 and Postulate 4 is given by 
(2.12) 
l" (*' m'
 Z\ = A^xH'-P + yKm1-" + z'n1-' - (X + y + if (I + m + n )
1 " " ] 
where A, = ( 2 " " 1 - l ) " 1 . 
Proof. By homogeneity, we have 
(2.13) 
^ ^ . 0 , 0 ^ / 1 , 0 , 0 ^ 
Ц o,oj " u , 0,0; 
x , i > o, p + I , p > o. 
Define a functionj : [0, l ] x [0, l ] -* R such that 
(2.14) /(x;0 --*(" Z? t o ) " 
/ — . ï.o^ 
-яV"'-"' 
я я - я V ^ I ' 
/ — , 0 , 3 
v — - »• 'i \ ix n 
x 6 [0, 1] , / = [0, 1] , X, n > 0 . 
With this substitution on the right hand side of (1.3) and then using symmetry, 
we get 
z n 
(x + y + z)" (/ + m + nf-pf 
x+y+z / + m + n + 
+ (x + yy(l + mf-l>f{_JL-; -H-)-
\x + y l + m) 
= (x + y + zf (l + m + nf-l>f( y- ; ) 
\x + y + z l + m + n) 
+ (x + zf(l + nf-l>fL 
\X + z l + n 
(2.15) 
/ + 
x + y i + m Y pf( y
 m 
x + y + z ' l + m + n) \x + y + zj \l + m + n) \x + y' / + m 
Ч x + y + z Z + m + n) \x + y + z) \l + m + n l + n f X + z 1 + n 
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Putting 
, Ъ - , = 
x + y + z x + y + z ' / + m + H / + m + « 
(2.15) becomes 
(2.16) / ( „ ; « ) + (1 - af (1 - a ) 1 - " / / ^ ; - - - ) = 
\1 — a 1 — aj 
= f(b; 9) +(I- bf (1 - °r*f(~-b : ~-g) 
which is a functional equation which has the following solution 
(2.17) /(a; a) = 4 , [ a V - ' + (1 - a)" (1 - a ) 1 " " - 1] , p > 0 , jS + 1 
(cf. [8]) under the boundary conditions 
(2.18) / ( l ; l ) = / ( 0 ; 0 ; 
and 
(2-19) / ( l , i ) = / ( 0 ; i ) = l . 
From (2.18) we have 
(2.20) A, = ( 2 1 " " - l ) " 1 . 
Next (2.14) and (2.17) gives 
(2.21) P ( | : »• l[ o) - ^[aV-o + (1 - af (1 - a)1"" - 1] . 
Returning to the substitution, 
, b = 
x + >> + z 
(2.21) takes the form 
x + y + Z 
I *+ У z 
x + y + z x + y + Z 
1 + m + n / + m + n 
/ + m 
• . , v , 
\/ + m + n l + m + n ' 
 0 
•MG x + j> + zj U + m + n 
1 _ / ? ( x + y \f ( l + m 
x + y + z) \l + m + Г-ì 
(2.22) / ' (J + * *• Ц) = A.^и1-" + (x + yf (l + mГ> -
- (x + y + zf(l + m + и ) 1 _ / î ] . 
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Also (2.22) and (2.2) gives 
(2.23) I' ( J £ °) = A,^/1-" + /«»" ' - (x + yf (I + m)1'"] . 
Finally (2.22), (2.23), (2.2) and (2.5) with (1.3) give the required result i.e. 
I>(*' £ 2 ) = AfixH1-' + y'm1-' + 2 V - " - (x + y + zf (I + m + n)1'"] 
where Ap = (2"^
1 - l ) " 1 . 
This completes the proof of the Theorem 1. • 
3. APPLICATIONS TO INFORMATION THEORY 
Theorem 2. Let P = (p1, p2, ..., p„)e A„ and Q = (qt, q2, .... q„) e A„ be two 
complete probability distributions; their directed divergence of type /? satisfying 
Postulates 1 — 5 is given by 
(3.1) idPi'P2'---'p;) = (2'-1 - irtipk1^ -1] 
\3i> <lz HnJ > = 1 
where p 4= 1, fi > 0. 
Proof. For probability distributions (p1: p2, p3) e A3 and (qt, q2, q3) e A3, 
E Pi= Z 1i = 1' w e r i a v e from (2-12) 
; = i ; = i 
(3.2) n (Pl> p» pA = AipWr* + j&i-' + M~' - i] • 
\yi> ?2> <lij 
Also from (2.9), when px + p2 = 1, ^ + g2 = 1, we have 
(3-3) n(Pl,Pa
2) = All[p{q\-
f + plql-',-l]. 
\"1> HlJ 
Applying the mathematical induction, we get the required result i.e. (31). Hence 
the theorem. fj 
Theorem 3. Let P = (Pl, p2,..., Pm), Y > = 1, Q = (qt, q2, ..., qn), £ « , = 1 
; = i j = i 
and Qi = (qn, qi2, •••, qin), £ lij = ->'-= 1, 2, ..., m be the probability distribu-
tions, then we have J = 1 
(3.4) |ffl.Mtt' It"*"-!/^ * £ ftif^«« ^ 
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Proof. 
. / Z P i f l i i . •••>£P.4i» 
I i = l i = l 
V qx, .. . . , q„ 
Refer, [3] (p. 532) 
íTPiqn, •  T, iQin\ a m 
Z & & M - ) = {2»-
1 - i)-1 [ z ( z P A U Y Ú - ' - - ] • 
 , , , „ / j = i Í = I 
(3-5) (E^i/^ZPi4. for P<-
i = 1 i = l 
-S£P, -< , f o r / , > 1 -
i = 1 
Multiplying by q)~f and summing over a l l / s , we have 
i ( ip^yf l i - ' ^E( iPi« ' t f )«}- ' 
j = i i = i j = i i = i 
according as /? ^ 1. However since (2" _ 1 — 1 ) ^ 0 according as /? ̂  1, we have 
when /? 4= 1 
(3-6) ( 2 ' - l - l ) - 1 [ t ( l M « y y « J - / , - l ] ^ 
j = i ; = i 
<(2"- i - l ) - i [ f fPl«ftfl}-'-l]. 
; = i j = i 
Thus 
/ T, PiQi-i, • • •> T P;Qin\ m " 
!5'=' »-» )*(2**-1 - O - ' E M I I W ' - 1 ] -
V qt, , q„ 1 '"=i J' = I 
ih " \ « i . í 2 . • • • , « „ ; 
This completes the proof of the theorem. • 
We conclude that the characterization of directed divergence under homogeneity 
condition have applications in Mathematical Economics, Production Theory and 
Utility Theory. 
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